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  For   a   long   time,   I   tried   to   deny   the   fact   that   most   of   my   life   revolved   around   him.   I   felt   

exhausted   by   his   needs,   wants,   and   opinions.   Ian   is   a   moody   fourteen-year-old;   he   is   active,   loud,   

and   messy.   He   is   currently   in   eighth   grade     and   possesses   some   traits   of   a   typical   teenager.   Of   

course   he   is   unlike   others,   though,   because   he   was   born   with   Down   syndrome.     

In   short,   Down   syndrome   is   a   genetic   disorder   that   brings   many   cognitive   and   physical   

delays.    Cognitively,   Ian   works   hard   in   school   but   remains   at   a   “lower   level”   than   a   typical   kid   

his   age.     I   have   watched   first-hand   how   hard   he   works   when   solving   math   problems   and   reading   

books,   particularly   while   school   is   online.   Ian   is   very   talkative   but   does   not   always   formulate   

sentences   grammatically   or   structurally   correct.   He   leaves   out   words   here   and   there,   but   in   the   

big   picture,   he   is   a   high   functioning   teen.   The   catch   is   that   Ian   lives   following   routines   that   help   

him   understand   life-   or   so   the   bubble   we   have   made   for   him.   This   can   be   difficult,   though,   

because   life   is   not   a   routine.   My   mom,   dad,   and   I   practically   move   mountains   to   give   him   the   

consistency   he   so   desperately   needs.   

For   our   own   sanity,   we   occasionally   allow   ourselves   to   deviate   from   these   stringent   

routines.   Since   he   was   young,   Ian   has   refused   to   leave   for   trips.   No   matter   the   destination,   

whether   we   are   going   to   a   cabin   for   the   weekend,   or   on   a   family   trip   to   Mexico,   Ian   physically   

refuses   to   get   in   the   car.   I   know   his   dance   like   the   back   of   my   hand.   First,   he   stalls   by   trying   to   

bring   everything   he   owns.   Before   departing   on   our   most   recent   trip   to   northern   Minnesota,   he   



stood   two   feet   from   the   car   and   proudly   announced,   “I   stay   here!   Have   fun   you   guys.”   My   mom,   

dad,   and   I   try   to   hide   our   laughter,   but   he   is   dead   serious.   We   next   formulated   our   plan   of   attack.   

We   tried   to   explain   details   of   the   trip   in   hopes   to   convince   him   to   join,   willingly.   He   stood   a   few   

feet   from   the   car,   frowned,   lowered   one   eyebrow,   not   the   slightest   bit   convinced.   At   this   point,   

Dad’s   patience   is   gone.   He   walks   around   the   car   and   physically   puts   Ian   in   his   seat.   In   an   act   of   

rebellion,   Ian   rolls   down   his   window,   smirks   at   me   and   proceeds   to   launch   himself   out   of   the   

window.   He   lands   flat   on   his   butt.   My   whole   body   echoed   as   a   laugh   escaped   my   mouth.   I   

instantly   cover   my   mouth   to   stop   my   laugh   because   I   know   Ian   does   things   like   this   because   he   

wants   attention.   I   was   hysterically   laughing,   my   eyes   swelling   with   tears,   until   my   mom   gives   me   

the   ‘shut   your   mouth   right   now’   glare.   I   considered   the   fact   that   nobody   wants   an   angry   Lisa,   

especially   at   the   beginning   of   a   6-hour   car   ride,   so   I   quickly   hid   my   laugh.   After   ten   minutes   of   

further   convincing,   we   begin   to   involve   bribing   devices.   A   few   classics   are   ice   cream,   screen   

time,   and   the   front   seat   of   the   car.   Much   to   our   relief,   Ian   gracefully   bounds   right   into   the   

minivan,   bobbing   his   head   and   chanting   the   2015   pop   hit,    My   House    by   Flo   Rida.     

During   the   car   ride,   I   reflected   on   this   moment   of   chaos.   I   believe   Ian   acts   with   such   

extreme   force   and   recklessness   when   he   wants   something,   but   cannot   explain   it   with   words.   He   

has   a   difficult   time   forming   sentences   that   involve   feeling   and   emotion   words.   I   asked   him   later,   

and   he   said   he   was   simply   scared   for   something   new.   I   have   a   hard   time   rationalizing   his   

behavior,   but   I   can   infer   it   is   a   mix   between   the   cognitive   challenges   that   Down   Syndrome   

brings,   and   also   the   attention-seeking   nature   of   a   typical   teenager.   In   reality,   vacations   bring   a   

new   place   and   a   new   routine.   Ian   wanted   to   stay   home,   and   he   tried   to   escape   through   the   

window   because   he   could   not   explain   his   doubts   about   this   new   experience,   a   reality   that   can   be   

incredibly   difficult   to   detect   in   the   heat   of   the   moment.     



Given   the   story   I   have   shared,   it   is   clear   that   Ian   has   a   narrow   view   of   the   world.   He   is   

slow   to   consider   and   comprehend   how   other   people   feel   or   react   to   his   actions.   I   used   to   get   mad   

when   he   asked   the   same   questions   over   and   over,   but   I   forgot   to   consider   his   lack   of   social   skills.   

He   has   daily   struggles   making   conversation,   and   to   cope   with   his   struggles,   he   uses   what   he   

knows   -   questions.   Of   course   he   constantly   asks   the   same   ones   over   and   over   because   he   knows   

that   people   answer   them.   While   these   are   easily   exhausting,   I   have   learned   that   his   questions   are   

the   best   way   for   him   to   empathize   and   understand   other   people   and   their   lives.     

About   a   month   ago,   I   was   rushing   to   get   ready   for   work   when   Ian   came   into   my   room   and   

asked   me,   “Where   are   you   going?”   Without   as   much   as   a   break   for   air,   he   continued,   “When   you   

home?   Why   you   leave?”   He   slightly   tilted   his   head,   as   his   confusion   built.   He   squinted   his   eyes   

and   watched   me   get   ready   in   a   hurry.   I   looked   at   him   and   began   to   explain,     

“Like   always,   I   am   going   to   work,   but   I   am   not   sure   when   I   will   be   home.   My   boss   sends   

me   home   when   my   job   is   done   for   the   night.”   He   sets   down   his   iPad   and   proceeds   to   ask   what   

seems   like   an   endless   amount   of   the   same   questions   -“Why   you   leave?”     

I   replied,   slightly   annoyed   this   time,   and   with   more   emphasis   than   previously,     

  “I   am   getting   dressed   and   ready   because   I   have   to   go   to   work   at   4.”     

“What   you   do   at   work?”   

“I   am   serving   people   food   and   drinks.   I   need   to   bring   my   waist   belt   to   hold   my   book   and   

pens.   As   you   saw,   sometimes   I   have   to   walk   very   fast   because   I   have   a   lot   to   do.   Don’t   

you   remember   the   time   you   came   to   see   me   at   work?”   

“Yeah,   you   walk   fast   a   lot.   You   come   home   tonight?”     



“Ian!”   I   snapped.   “Please   think   before   you   ask   the   same   questions.   I’ll   come   home   when   I   

get   done   with   my   work.   I   already   answered   this   question.   Now,   I   have   to   leave   now   so   I   

am   not   late.”   As   our   conversation   ensues,   I   run   the   risk   of   being   late.   

“Why?   You   drive   there?   By   you   self?”   

“I   have   to   work   to   make   money   and   I   am   old   enough   to   drive   myself   to   work.”     

“Okay,   bye   Sissa,”   Ian   hollered.   Then   frowned,   disappointed   that   I   was   leaving.     

“Alright,   I   have   to   go   now.   Quick,   give   me   a   hug!”   I   grabbed   him   and   tightly   squeezed   

him.     

“Love   you   Bubs,   please   be   good   for   Mom   and   Dad!”   This   was   a   plea.   “I   want   a   good   

report.”   

“I   be   good!   You   write   time?   When   you   home,   you   write   on   my   board?”     

“Yup,   I   will   just   like   always.”   I   nodded   my   head   and   agreed   to   write   down   what   time   I   get   

home   on   his   whiteboard.   The   board   gives   him   the   reassurance   he   needs   to   say   goodbye   when   I   

am   in   a   rush   to   leave.     

“Bye!”   I   waved   at   him   and   smiled   through   the   window.   He   grins   so   big,   then   runs   away   

from   the   window   with   plans   to   get   into   some   mischief.   

The   scenario   above   is   one   that   repeats   itself   daily.   My   instinct   is   to   roll   my   eyes   when   I   

hear   the   same   question   five   times.   This   constant   test   of   patience   has   changed   me.   Instead   of   

reacting   with   anger,   I   simply   explain   what   is   happening   by   making   eye   contact   and   hopefully   

helping   his   understanding.     

Thankfully,   Ian   has   a   sweet   side   that   makes   the   bad   and   the   ugly   worth   it.   He   writes   

notes,   draws   pictures,   and   gives   long   hugs.   One   memorable   example   is   my   move-in   day   to   

UWSP.   Deep   into   the   move-in   process   of   my   dorm,   he   gave   me   a   drawing   of   our   family   to   hang   



on   my   wall.   He   was   helping   me   unpack   my   clothes   into   the   dresser   and   referred   to   the   drawing   

of   our   family.   Ian   paused,   then   raised   his   eyebrow   slightly,   then   clasped   his   hands   and   anxiously   

asked,   “Are   you   still   my   sister?”   I   looked   to   his   wide   eyes,   and   replied,   “I   will   always   be   your   

sister.   I   love   you   and   I   will   miss   you   every   day.”   At   this   moment,   I   felt   an   overwhelming   sense   of   

love   and   gratitude   for   having   him   in   my   life.   I   have   been   the   big   sister   who   he   looks   up   to   for   the   

past   fourteen   years.   He   has   grown   up   to   be   so   kindhearted   and   curious   about   the   world.   I   can   

only   hope   that   he   will   live   a   full   life   of   love   despite   his   disability.   I   have   sympathy   for   him   and   

others   who   struggle   to   fit   into   society.   Ian   persistently   attempts   to   make   friends,   but   I   have   seen   

how   difficult   it   is   for   him   to   form   that   deeper   connection.   Most   kids   don’t   take   the   time   to   simply   

slow   down   so   he   can   understand.    It   is   a   constant   struggle   for   him.     

It   is   notable   that   Ian   has   the   most   courage   in   one   little   body   that   I   have   ever   seen.   He   does   

not   let   other   opinions   bother   him,   and   he   is   always   up   to   try   something   new.   He   takes   hockey   

lessons,   and   tries   difficult   new   skills   every   time   he   is   on   the   ice.   He   loves   playing   hockey   and   

other   sports,   like   soccer,   cross   country,   swimming   and   biking.   It   is   astounding   to   me   that   he   does   

not   let   his   disability   define   or   limit   his   life.   I   aspire   to   be   like   him,   to   someday   have   the   courage   

to   be   unique   and   fearless.   Finally,   I   have   learned   to   not   fight   the   battles   that   are   not   worth   

fighting.   There   are   always   little   things   that   bother   me,   but   I   have   learned   that   it   is   not   worth   

stressing.   Ian   likes   to   sit   in   the   front   seat,   listen   to   the   same   songs,   and   hang   out   with   my   friends.   

In   the   end,   all   the   little   things   are   not   an   issue   if   you   don't   make   them   one.     

Over   the   past   fourteen   years,   I   have   faced   struggles   debating   Ian’s   capabilities   and   

behavior.   Ian   is   complicated,   yet   predictable.   Ian   can   be   irritable,   but   he   can   be   kind.   He   has   

many   layers,   and   the   more   time   I   spend   with   him,   the   more   I   understand   why   he   is   who   he   is.   I   

have   lived   with   him   through   fourteen   year   of   craziness,   and   I   can   confidently   say   Ian   has   



changed   my   life   forever.   Ian’s   disability   is   so   small   in   my   mind   compared   to   the   patience,   

gratitude   and   amazing   perspective   on   life   I   have   gained   over   the   years   with   him   by   my   side.     

  


